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About This Game

An evil force has launched an invasion over the Omios star. Only you, the most skilled and deadly pilot in the galaxy, can face
the dreadful menace of the Meroptians, bio-mechanical creatures set in a ruthless war of conquest. Equip your ship, select a

route and fight planet by planet against the hordes of Meroptians!

Super Hydorah is a nonlinear horizontal shoot’ em up designed to offer a challenging and memorable experience, sublimating
the wisdom and richness of traditional shmup classics. The game has direct action, nostalgic art and a wide variety of unique

spatial content and situations. It is hours of intense fun, alone or with your friends, to face the menace of the Meroptians aboard
the Delta Lance.
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Easy to learn, damn hard to master!

21 levels divided into 35 sublevels, 35 bosses and more than 100 enemies

Single player, Co-op multiplayer and Robot Chase spin-off mode

Non-linear level layout with route selection

Dangers of different nature in each level (not just bullets)

Weapon selection and power-ups in every mission

Original soundtrack with 60+ tracks

Secrets, multiple endings, achievements and rank system

CRT Monitor effect

If you love unique experiences and handcrafted games, Super Hydorah is made for you!
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Stylish rhythm based combat and platform game, with super cool art, great music, interesting story sequences with good
variation in challenges and pacing. If you dont like this game then you are the problem, I am sorry. Will have your tapping you
feet and smiling within a minute of playing.

And it refuted my wife claim that I don't have any rhythm. Next, the dancefloor!
. I bought DROD on GOG a long time ago, I have played Journey to Rooted Hold for about 4 or 5 hours, not much really, but
this is one of the finest puzzle games I have ever played, it's as good as Portal, except honestly this game makes Portal kind of
look like a Chump. It's a lot smarter than Portal, the interactions are more complex, and fiendishly difficult. Portal 2 lasts about
8 hours, 8 hours of pure fun, but Journey To Rooted Hold is more like 100 hours. If you find this game in a sale you can easily
walk away with the base game Gunthro, for $2.75, and then pick up King Dungan's Dungeon, Journey to Rooted Hold, and The
City Beneath, for bloody.... $2.75. DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW MUCH WIN THAT IS?!?! I'll do the calculations for
you. 300 % 2.75, 109.090909090909 hours of gameplay, for every dollar you spend. Forgo your bagel, buy the best puzzle game
series in existence. Sell your Physical Copy of The Witness on PS4, to buy all of the Smitemaster's Selections. Buy The Second
Sky and get crushed so hard into the ground you become a fine powder, and respect that one day this game hopes you are
capable of playing it.. Would love it to be more sexy "one night stand"! But I still liked it a lot!. Looks like League of Angels
Plays like League of Angels
Calls itself Dragon Blood. A fun game, simple premise well executed.

This game is gun play if that is what you are looking for look no further.. I suppose I could be wrong about this, but "Eterium"
bears very strong marks of being a direct homage to "Wing Commander." Pretty much every character and ship in the game
seems to be an expy for something you might have encountered in adventures involving The Tiger's Claw, and the basic
gameplay elements all seem to be the same.

In the same vein, you should be ready for some pretty challenging combat. A few good hits will do you in, so you can't be lazy.
Part of the nostalgia baked into games like this is that they're rather less forgiving than modern titles, so the learning curve
might be steeper than you're used to.

A fair amount of challenge also lies in the controls. They're pretty tough to truly master if you're a keyboard and mouse pilot -
maybe they're better with a joystick or gamepad, but I wouldn't know. Getting enough cannon hits to take down an enemy can
be a bit of a project.

"Eterium" is hardly original, but it seems to have been made with commendable care. If you like "Wing Commander," it's
probably worth a try.. I've never played Magic before but part of getting old is randomly trying new things. Totally hooked and
was pretty easy to pick up on the game with the great tutorial system. I didn't really know which game to get but I figured I'd
have the best time with pre-built decks , as a new player.. The only pure hillclimb racing game on Steam.
Sensations are awesome and challenge is great. Instant fun guaranteed !
I recommand !. This game offers no tutorial or instruction. Also lacks a useful interface. Nothing makes much sense and it is
unclear how to do anything. Amazing concept. Very poorly executed.
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This route comes nowhere near feeling like the South Florida route it claims to depict.

I live in the area and even I got lost trying to place different locales. I've never been so disappointed in a route before.

It seems like Dovetail only put a token effort into recreating some landmarks of the route, and those landmark seem to be those
which are near stations.

Even I-95 is a baren wasteland. It'd be better if they put at least a wall of unmoving static vehicles on it because then it'd feel
more like South Florida!. This game is pretty good for an early release. finally i get to deal with my quidditch cravings when im
off the pitch. there are a few bugs to this game, like powerups turning on when i specifically turned them off, correct character
profiles not showing up when im trying to build my strategy, and players all running straight down without my permission. the
normal mode is too easy and the hard mode is either too easy or weirdly hard, we need a middle ground? im not too sure about
that one, and please, for the love of god, get rid of the slaughter rule! I am never getting to the snitch phase because im always
destroying my opponents before we even get to that stage.

Things you should add:

ability to make your own character, with training and stuff so u can make your character better-kinda like career mode in fifa,
so u can get traded and stuff.

more jersey\/pitch customization

music?

more characters

a real world cup with country names

optimized graphics? everything seems super blurry

a harry potter mode where you actually fly on broomsticks xD (if u can do it without getting sued)

characters should totally bunch up and like celebrate when you score

oooh broom customization

instead of giving us 6 colours just give us a limitless colour wheel, ooh and the ability to upload an image to use as our team logo

ability to check player stats, like amount of goals and stuff

fighting with other players

injuries, because reserve players are kinda useless atm

other than that guys great game

8\/10

oh and is it possible to play as seeker? if not make that a thing. so far in episode 1 it was ok nothing to write home about i kind
of want to say to try it out
also why is this tagged as a horror i didnt get any horror vibes from it. Heh. Who knew one had to endure so much to find a
piece of paper.. Quell Zen is the fourth and latest part of the Quell Puzzle Games. While the other 3 Quell games (Quell, Quell
Reflect and Quell Memento) have nearly the same puzzle mechanic in the whole game, with improving difficulty the more you
progress, Quell Zen is bit different.
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This game has 4 Stages with 4 unique levels and sometimes a secret hidden level. Every of those stage has a unique puzzle
mechanic and in total 13 different chapters.

Your goal is to collect with your blue water bubble all the pearls in the level. You earn for every perfect level and for the hidden
gems coins. With these coins you can buy solutions for the perfect set of moves for the level or the location of the secret level
entrys or hidden gems. (this has nothing to do with microtransctions!)

After finishing first the other 3 games and while playing the fourth, I am writing this review to absolutely recommend this series
of puzzle games to you.. Where to begin, where to begin. Let's try measuring the good versus the bad.
Good...
1. it is fun play with friends
2. meet crazy and fun people that can become a part of your life.
3. learn to be a better player throw hard work and a lot of effort.
4. a good way to kill a lot of time
5. you can win big and lose big, skins are like diamonds on csgo.
6. when there are events, there fun and crazy.
7. learning a map makes you feel like a god, knowing a weapons spray pattern makes you an elite player.

Bad...
1. if you solo Que, you might as well drink a bottle of bleach and hope for the best
2. always bring a salt shaker with, you are going to get a lot of salty people and you will save a lot of cash collecting that salt.
3. if you cant aim, cant hear the enemy players, if you are too slow, you will hate this game and become a salty player.
4. you will always run into hackers and smurfs, no matter what you do.
5. Events are very scarce lately if we are lucky, there is one a year.
6. there will always be people trying to steal your skins, hack your account, so whatever you do, try and be safe.

Now in conclusion, if you want to play this game do it on your own accord. risk it for the biscuit if you will. you will get mad,
you will be upset, you will rage quit, you will suck. BUT you can get better, stay calm, focus, and have a ton of fun if you do it
the right way. is it worth paying for the game? NO. there is too many hackers and smurfs that destroy the gameplay. is it worth
it to get the free version? YES.
I only play this game with friends, that way you still get to enjoy the game,
Hope this helps someone along the way.. Love this game a great deal, will happily get this because i love the Conan world and
loved the movies. the game could do with much more then it currently has, for example... Musician Thralls would be nice,
thralls being able to do more then just stand there would be a good touch also.

i would also like the idea of seperating the thralls and pets so that you can move with one of each as followers, seperate systems
in that your party can be a little bigger.

look forward to future updates and expansions, and expansions are much needed lest the game stagnate, maybe something
involving boats? the ability to craft your own and sail it? that would be cool... ^^. I made this review after I finished the game.
Araya is an ok indie horror game. I had quite a good time playing it. Do I recommend this game? Hmm....yes and no. To be
honest, I had some kind of love and hate relationship with Araya and her big boobs friend. Let's go to each topics one by one.

***Story
There is nothing new in Araya in terms of story. The plot you'll see is something people become familiar with. Especially for
Thai people, you can guess the whole story since the first chapter. There are some Thai beliefs that were put into the game
which foreigners may not understand. Voice acting is quite ok for some characters but most are not good.

***Gameplay
Overall gameplay is a bit below-par in my opinion. There are jump scares. But sadly, many times, the timing isn't right. Some
events aren't connected to others. There were many times that I wasn't sure that the game crashed or were loading the next
scene. Sometimes when I was bombarded by scary ghosts, I expected there would be something more. But there were gaps
between those events and I felt bored more than scared. Some puzzles are a bit unrelated to the story. Characters animation is
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like a game during early 2000s era.

***Control
The control is not okay. You can't customize your own buttons. The door opening mechanism is something new, but only at the
first few times, after that you'll hate it. Especially when your character is running away from someone (or something). When
you're being hunted, the game bypasses the clunky door opening mechanism and replaces with just hitting 'e' button. But it won't
be like that the whole game. Sometimes you can do that, later...you just can't. And it's pretty annoying.

***Atmosphere
It was quite good for me. As a Thai gamer, I always wanted to play Thai horror game. It could be scarier. But good enough for
an indie company that has limited resources and budget.

***Overall
The game isn't good but the price is also not expensive. If you have some money left in your steam wallet and want to try East-
Asian style of horror games, you should buy it. Be aware of all the warning above. If you can overlook them, you'll have good
time with Araya. But if you need a quality-assured product and you have a near perfect expectation, don't waste your time and
money. You'll hate her later.

+++PRO
- Cheap
- Thai ghosts
- Creepy environment
- Quite okay story

---CON
- Control
- Animation
- Short
- Bugs

I gave it 6/10.

PS. UPDATE YOUR GRAPHIC CARD DRIVER TO THE LATEST VERSION.

It can reduce lagging viewport and randomly mouse jumping (my characters died many times because of this problem).. Cute,
fun, and challenging, FoxyLand is an interesting puzzle platformer that brings me back to the good old days.. I like the
vehicals!! The SHIPS are SO FUN TO DRIVE!!! I still wish they will add more maps though! over all 6/10
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